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Firstly, we hope you and your family are well, safe and, if not thriving in this new world,
then at least surviving.
Even in these unique and troubling times, recruitment in the commodity value-chains
continues. In March we experienced a 30-40% drop in active mandates globally, with
some regional variation, which obviously demonstrates the huge and sudden impact of
the COVID–19 pandemic. However, so far in April, a good proportion of those projects
have come back online and new projects have been started, as organizations adjust to
the new normal of working (and hiring) remotely and begin preparing for lifting
restrictions over the summer.
As we noted in March, our community has some unique fragility and robustness (taking
some terminology from the author and mathematician Nassim Taleb) when it comes to
the pandemic which are worth pausing and reﬂecting on.
Fragility
The talent pool is so mobile, so global and so connected that it is not surprising our
sector experienced some of the earliest cases of carrying the infections across borders
(remember the news out of IP Week). Travel bans and closed borders uniquely inhibit
such a mobile and peripatetic community, where even the C-Suite can all live in
diﬀerent countries to one another. For us, most recruitment projects (at least at the
level we operate) necessitate exploring an internationally based candidate population
which is now temporarily locked down.
Secondly, commodity prices are quick to react to any global events; crude prices (in
some regions below zero dollars at time of writing!) are hitting world headlines and
bottom lines. Producers and their backers have switched from a year ﬁlled with
optimism and large capex projects to the exact opposite.
Robustness

It is precisely the global nature of our sector and its necessary responsiveness fueled
by the inherent volatility in the commodity markets that makes our world so robust.
Most organizations, and its execs, were well used to remote working prior to the
pandemic and so it was an easy transition for most at the organizational and individual
level. Even within commodity facilities, from reﬁneries to terminals, existing pressures
on costs and safety have forced many to focus on automation and limit the number of
employees on site. (On that note, we have seen a surge in interest in automation and
integration talent).
Here in Houston where I am based, hurricane preparedness has meant many
organizations had excellent business continuance plans. Furthermore, all are
“essential” industries meaning work must and can continue. Our food and nutrition
clients, like the utilities, cannot keep pace with the increased demand.
Last, but not least, is the mindset of our community. The participants are ﬁnely tuned
to opportunity and such disruptions and dislocations have always fueled the traders.
Not least from a talent perspective where many organizations are starting to see this
as an unparalleled opportunity to engage with individuals and teams that might have
more openness to take the discussion or may be in organizations that are experiencing
outsized impact from the pandemic. Unlike in all previous global events like the global
ﬁnancial crisis, this one will have an end date.
HC & the pandemic
For many of the reasons above, HC has been severely impacted but is also
demonstrating its robustness. Operating on a practice model with each spread over six
oﬃces for more than a decade, with culture of trust and empowerment and with most
people travelling for a good portion of the time, working from home has been an easy
transition for us. Our systems have been in the cloud for the same reason (plus the
security required given the nature of our business), so online collaboration was already
in place. In-person meetings have just moved to video conferences.
As regards to the impact, it is and was severe, though we are all a lot more conﬁdent in
April than we were in March. Hiring continues as does being commissioned on new
projects. We probably share the sentiment of many that 2020 has gone from a
potential record breaking one to one of just getting it over with.
There have been some positives. This event has brought us even closer to our clients
as we plan to capture opportunities together. It has also given us more time to just
catch up with our connections throughout the market. And in a strange way, internally,
we have all gotten closer: working from home shares more of our lives as kids and pets
periodically enter the shot. Certainly, some of our new rituals and rhythms will survive

the pandemic such as all-company global video conferences. Though, I won’t miss the
all-family battles over the WIFI.
We hope you all remain safe. Please let us know if we can be of service, or if you just
want to reconnect.
Paul Chapman
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